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1999: The Dalai Lama has my Books! Wow!
In 1999 my husband asked me to go to a networking luncheon to help us
get more patients into the office for Chiropractic. I am not as good at networking
as he is—but I went happily. Actually, he knows a lot of people and I know very
few. He won’t talk to strangers and I talk to everyone in need. So it evens out. He
would normally have been the one to go to this luncheon but…as my life has
gone there is usually a reason if I go out in public. There are no coincidences. I
usually find myself face to face in conversation with famous people who need
something that I can give or who can help me with my mission.
You do know that teaching you to get rid of the ego and to be the soul has been my life
mission?

As a child I had a dream of my mission. You know that I am always late—well I
am. In this dream I was late in getting to the auditorium where someone was
going to be picked for a mission. Everyone was dressed in black skirts or pants
and white blouses or shirts. I had to climb all the way up to the top row of the
stadium to find a seat. The podium below was very small. When the name was
announced it was my name. I walked calmly down to the podium and accepted
the scroll of what my mission was and walked out of the stadium determined and
confident that I could do it.
As I walked past the concession stands there were people jeering at me—
jealous: “What makes you so special.” “Who do you think you are anyway.”
So I knew that jealousy was just part of completing my mission or should I say
just part of what I had to contend with. Now I know that when people are against
me they were the ones who were at the concession stand and not in the stadium.
Many people have been against me. We know some of them for they have come
forward and their names are known. Some are mentioned in these blogs.
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But, back now to fulfilling my mission, I went to the networking luncheon.
I sat next to a man whose name was Dale Smallen. He told me that he was the
manager of the Pop group The Sufari’s. He was the one who sang out at the
beginning of the song aaaaaaaaaahhhhh WIPE OUT. The song was Wipe Out.
“Oh I know that song.” I told him “I really like it.”
During our conversation I told him that I write books and …of course I had
a copy of each book with me. He looked at the three books: Unraveling Your
Past to Get Into the Present ©1998, Gentle Breeze Carrying the Scent of
Flowers©1998 and The Answer to Sun Tzu©1998.
In the course of our conversation he then told me that he was leaving the next
day to see the Dalai Lama.
“Really,” I said, “I would like to give a copy of my books to the Dalai
Lama.”
He said he would be happy to hand deliver them so I signed the books to the
Dalai Lama and I left them in his possession.
There are very few times a year that I do go out in public but a few months later I
went to another networking luncheon again at the behest of my husband. Who do
you suppose I met but Dale Smallen.
“Oh, I gave your books to the Dalai Lama.” He told me.
“You did!” I said.
Wow! I rarely go out but when I do I usually meet someone famous or someone
who can help me get my books out to the people—in this case the Dalai Lama.
I was delighted. My intention is that you, my readers, will learn from my writing—
my blog and my books—how to be the soul and get rid of the ego-personalities. I
imagine you reading my blog. I imagine you learning what is real and what is not
real about your personality. I imagine you telling others about my books and
encouraging them to read them too. One person at a time, that’s all it takes to
change the world. Each person takes care of his or her own behavior. When all
people are self-governed it means that governments all over the world will be
smaller and less intrusive. Who needs them when the people are so selfdisciplined and self-directed.
I am teaching you to fish; I am not giving you the fish. I am teaching you to be
self-reliant; I am not teaching you to live off of someone else or lust after what
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someone else has. I am teaching you to be self-disciplined; I am not teaching
you to need someone else to discipline you.
Learn to be kind for that is the soul.
Learn to tell the truth for that is the soul

Reference #75 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: Finding
Who You Truly Are, p. 186 First ask the most fundamental question of your life:
Who am I? …..Others may appear to be more evolved because they think of
themselves as an immortal soul or divine spirit. But do they really know
themselves, or have they just added some spiritual-sounding concepts to the
content of their mind?
Reference #75 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get Into
the Present, chapter: The Soul/Sole Personality versus the Ego-Personalities p.
24 “If I am not me then who am I?” The real you is your soul/sole personality who
has been hidden away, staying quiet for fear of reprisal.
Thank you for taking my class sessions. Paulette Renee Broqueville
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